
Workout:
This is just for your reference to go along with this week’s workout video. All 
descriptions and tips will be in the video 

Warm up 

50 Squats (You can add some arm work here with weights if you’d like or hold weights 
at your sides or one weight in the middle to add weight to the squat. Feel free to do 
whatever kind of squat you want here, too! In this video I did: 

 10 Parallel Squats 

 10 Sumo Squats 

 15 Parallel Squats 

 15 Sumo Squats 

40 lunges (To kick it up and get in more arms, add bicep curls or use a lighter weight 
and do straight arm lifts to the side on one side and straight arm lifts out front on the 
other side) 

 10 Balance lunges on one side 

 10 Balance lunges on the other side 

 10 Balance lunges with a torso twist on one side 

 10 Balance lunges with a torso twist on the other side 

30 Wind Mills - 15x on each side (I used 7 lb weights but you can go a bit heavier or 
use no weights here) 

20 Push ups - whatever type you’d like - against a wall, counter or bench, on the 
knees, on the toes, or at a decline with the feet on a bench! 

10 overhead presses on each side. Use a heavier weight - 8-15lbs or a resistance 
band like in the video. Engage the abs and tush to help and to ensure you’re utilizing 
the proper muscles! 

3 minutes of Hight Intensity Intervals: Jog in place with high knees for a minute, then 
Speed skaters for a minute, then side to side line jumps for a minute. Other options are 
squat jumps, jumping lunges, burpees, jumping jacks, butt kicks - whatever floats your 
boat and gets that heart rate up! 
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15x Bend over reverse flies 

15(or 20)x See Saw Rows 

20 Tricep extensions (dips work, too, here if you prefer) 

5x standing hip hinge followed by 6x adding a torso twist to the hinge - repeat on 
the other side 

STRETCH! 
Boom! you did it! Now hydrate and get on with your day! 
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